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Kathleen was photographed while stored on a cradle in a warehouse located in Alameda, California.  A
fiberglas sheathing was placed over the original wood hull and obscures many of the finer details of its
construction.
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Todd A Croteau, photographer, 2012

CA-2299-1 Starboard side elevation viewed from above.

CA-2299-2 Starboard side elevation viewed from straight on.

CA-2299-3 Starboard side elevation viewed from below.

CA-2299-4 3/4 view from the bow looking aft along the starboard side.

CA-2299-5 3/4 view from the bow looking aft along the starboard side closer in.

CA-2299-6 Bow elevation viewed straight on.

CA-2299-7 Bow elevation viewed straight on from slightly above.

CA-2299-8 Bow elevation viewed straight on from below.

CA-2299-9 Port side elevation detail of the bow.  Note that the fiberglass
sheathing was removed to reveal the original hull planking in three
areas.

CA-2299-10 3/4 view of stern looking forward along the starboard side showing the
rudder, propeller and keel.  Note the fiberglass is cut away to reveal
the original planks in one area.

CA-2299-11 Stern elevation viewed straight on.

CA-2299-12 View from above showing the deck from the stern looking forward.
Note that the fiberglass and wood decking has been removed to
reveal the deck framing.

CA-2299-13 3/4 view of the deck and cockpit looking forward from the stern.  Note
that the steering gear box at left is covered.
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CA-2299-14 Similar view with the steering gear exposed at lower left.

CA-2299-15 Similar view looking straight forward.

CA-2299-16 Detail of steering gear and wheel in cockpit.  The main sheet traveller
block is also visible at the bottom of the image.

CA-2299-17 Detail of the stern deck framing and steering gear box.  Note the
framed hole on the centerline was for the mizzen mast when rigged as
a ketch.

CA-2299-18 Detail of the cockpit and aft deck showing helm and deck framing.

CA-2299-19 Detail of ship's wheel in the cockpit looking aft.  Main sheet bitts are
visible at left and right.

CA-2299-20 Detail of cabin top looking aft showing butterfly hatch at center and
sliding hatch behind.

CA-2299-21 Detail of cabin top and foredeck looking aft from the bow showing
hatches, mast opening and cutaway area revealing the deck framing
along the starboard side.

CA-2299-22 Detail of deck showing exposed framing.

CA-2299-23 Detail of foredeck showing bowsprit, bitts and windlass at left and
hatch and mast hole at right.

CA-2299-24 Detail of bowsprit and windlass on the foredeck.

CA-2299-25 Interior view looking forward showing the main saloon.  A portable
table is stored on the bulkhead to port.  The galley can be seen in the
background.

CA-2299-26 Interior view looking forward showing the main saloon with the
floorboards removed to show the framing.

CA-2299-27 Interior view looking aft showing the main saloon with two bunks at
right and one on left.  The engine box is at center.

CA-2299-28 Interior view looking aft showing the main saloon with the floorboards
removed to show the framing.

CA-2299-29 Interior detail of the butterfly hatch and cabin top framing.

CA-2299-30 Interior view of the galley looking aft.  The main saloon is in the
background on the right.

CA-2299-31 Interior view of the "head" looking aft with the toilet at right and sink on
the left.

CA-2299-32 Detail of construction at the bow looking forward.  Note the mast step
notch on the keel at the bottom.

CA-2299-33 Detail of construction at the bow showing deck frames above.
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CA-2299-34 Detail of the port side bow showing the exposed patches of original
planking after fiberglass sheathing was cut away.

CA-2299-35 Detail of exposed hull amidship where the keel meets the hull.  Note
that the cast concrete ballast can be seen at the bottom area of the
cutout.  KATHLEEN was originally a shallow draft centerboard
configuration.  The deep keel was added.

CA-2299-36 Detail of the top of the mast (laying on its side in storage).  This is not
the original mast.


